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The name of the file is BDLAASFX.EXE. The
antivirus and firewall product used to detect
BDLAASFX.EXE is Sophos Anti-Virus. Security
Update Coverage: This update contains 10 security
updates from Sophos Anti-Virus. Microsoft®
Windows® 7 The following sections provide more
detailed descriptions of the malware samples found
in this security bulletin. Discovery Approved
vendor: SophosLabs (www.sophos.com) On July
10, 2011, SophosLabs, a product of Sophos B.V.
(www.sophos.com), a Sophos Company, identified
a new strain of malware, dubbed BagleDl-AA,
which targets Internet Explorer and Firefox
browsers on Windows computers. "BagleDl-AA",
short for "BagleDl", a combination of the words
"browser" and "dialer," is a collection of malicious
modules disguised as browser toolbars, which are
included in the registered programs of the targeted
browsers. The modules installed by BagleDl-AA
include five different modules: one for Microsoft
Internet Explorer and three for Firefox. The two
Internet Explorer modules change the homepage
URL, modify the search provider string and search
settings, add a new search provider, add search
providers for a string to the search providers list,
and add Internet options settings. The three Firefox
modules change the home page URL, modify the
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search provider string and search settings, add a
new search provider, add search providers for a
string to the search providers list, and add Internet
options settings. BagleDl-AA also places its own
toolbar icon on the desktop and on all the open
browsers. The icon contains a live image of a
Trojan horse. The malicious modules add a new
icon button to the browser toolbar and the separate
settings page, and it displays a panel indicating that
the Trojan is running. The panel contains a detailed
description of the infection and instructions on
how to remove the infection. The description
includes details of the files included by the Trojan,
its functions, and the threat level. The Trojan also
hides itself in several locations to avoid being
detected by standard removal tools. It attempts to
insert itself into the Windows startup registry, so
that the program remains available even when all
user accounts are disabled. It also adds itself to the
following processes and registry keys on startup: -Microsoft Internet Explorer -- Firefox -- Malicious
toolbar icons BagleD
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What's New In?

BDLAACLI is a command line disinfector for
system administrators who wish to remove the
following viruses and related security threats from
Windows computers on a Windows network:
BDLAACLI will remove the following specific
viruses: JDKAF JDKAF.NET JDKASF JDKAVT
JDKAVT.NET JDKBAK JDKBX JDKBX.NET
JDKBXR JDKBU JDKBU.NET JDKBXV
JDKBXV.NET JDKBXV2 JDKBXV2.NET
JDKBXV3 JDKBXV3.NET JDKCV JDKCV.NET
JDKCV.NET JDKVX JDKVX.NET JDKVX.PL
JDKVX.PL.NET JDSFT JDSFT.NET JDSFT.PL
JDSFT.PL.NET JDSFT2 JDSFT2.NET
JDSFT2.PL JDSFT2.PL.NET JDSFT3
JDSFT3.NET JDSFT3.PL JDSFT3.PL.NET
JDSFT4 JDSFT4.NET JDSFT4.PL
JDSFT4.PL.NET JDSFT5 JDSFT5.NET
JDSFT5.PL JDSFT5.PL.NET JDSFT6
JDSFT6.NET JDSFT6.PL JDSFT6.PL.NET
JDSHF JDSHF.NET JDSHF.PL JDSHF.PL.NET
JDSHF2 JDSHF2.NET JDSHF2.PL
JDSHF2.PL.NET JDSHF3 JDSHF3.NET
JDSHF3.PL JDSHF3.PL.NET JDSHF4
JDSHF4.NET JDSHF4.PL JDSHF4.PL.NET
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JDSHF5 JDSHF5.NET JDSHF5.PL
JDSHF5.PL.NET JDSHF6 JDSHF6.NET
JDSHF6.PL JDSHF6.PL.NET JDSHF7
JDSHF7.NET JDSHF7.PL JDSHF7.PL.NET
JDSHF8 JDSHF8.NET JDSHF8.PL
JDSHF8.PL.NET JDSHF9 JDSHF9.NET
JDSHF9.PL JDSHF9.PL.NET
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System Requirements:

Supported Languages: Microsoft Windows 7/8/10
(64-bit only) OS X 10.7.x (64-bit only) macOS
10.9.x or later Minimum Requirements: Processor:
3 GHz Dual Core Intel or AMD CPU (Max 4
CPUs allowed for acceleration) RAM: 2 GB RAM
Disk Space: 50 GB available hard drive space
Internet Access: Broadband Internet connection
Vulkan API Compatible Video Cards: Nvidia GTX
970 (Windows only) or AMD
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